TDSoftware – Shaping the Digital World!
With everything we do, we aim to design the dynamic digital world.
We are eSIM and Blockchain technology experts and a strategic partner for sustainable digital businesses.
Using state-of-the-art technologies, our team is developing visions, thinking of new approaches, creating concepts,
implementing digital products, and bringing them to fruition.
Since 2007, we have been developing digital products that revolutionize the world. Creativity, innovation, collaboration,
and our agile digital teamwork empowers us to drive purposeful change.
The story began with following the arrival of the first iPhone in 2007.
It not only changed the mobile phone industry forever but was also the beginning of the journey for TDSoftware.

Senior React Native Developer for Mobile Apps (d/f/m)
Part-time / fulltime

Professional /
Experienced

Jena / Remote
within the
German Time
Zone

As Senior React Native Developer (d/f/m) you would be primarily working on cross platform app development with
React Native. Your focus will be on reviewing and implementing technical requirements, as well as to develop, review
and implement complex UX and UI. You will extend and improve existing applications and their development
approaches. The team that you will be working with consists of experienced Frontend Developers.
We are laying a strong emphasis on the values and principles of agile software development.
You would be working in a self-sufficient, self-motivated and open feedback environment environment.
If you have a passion for React Native and love to work independently in a team with the latest tools and technologies
for programming mobile apps, then you are the right fit for us.
Ideally, you've already mastered challenging projects in your career and gained experience that you enjoy sharing in a
team setting.

You should be able to work at least 30h/week with us.
Our head office is located in Jena.
We offer the possibility for everyone to work on-site, in a furnished office, or 100% remote.
You just have to make sure you work within the German time zone with a stable Wi-Fi connection.
Our company language is English.Very good English skills are a requirement.

Who we are looking for
A degree in computer science or comparable
education (career changers are welcomed)
Self-motivated and self-organized
Strong communication skills
Open-minded
A great team player
An Agile mindset
Must-have Knowledge
JavaScript
Node
Git
Design patterns (such as MVVM, MVC)
Sound knowledge of modern user experience
(such as Web Apps, Mobile Apps)

What you can expect
You can work at our office in Jena or up to 100%
remotely within German office hours
A multifaceted job in an experienced and ambitious
team
Good opportunities for further training and room for
your own ideas
A relaxed working atmosphere with flat
hierarchies
A workplace in the heart of Jena, equipped with the
latest technology

Need-to-have Knowledge
Continuous integration
Jira, Conflunce, Bitbucket or similar (Tools)
Command line
Code reviews
Nice-to-have Knowledge
TypeScript
Bitrise
OpenAPI
Scrum
Xcode
iOS code signing & deployment

Do you want to start with us? Then send us your application documents now; digitally with your earliest starting date
and your salary expectations.
We are actively working on creating a diverse, respectful and safe environment for all of our employees.
Join us for this journey!

APPLY NOW

Your Contact

Deborah Hankings-Evans
Working Student Recruiting

APPLY NOW

